GAMIjectors® & turboGAMIjectors® Order Form

General Aviation Modifi catio ns, Inc.


Owner
Date ____________________




Name:  _____________________________________
Ship To: ______________________________________

Address: ______________________________________
_______________________________________

______________________________________
_______________________________________

______________________________________
_______________________________________

Email: ______________________________________
_______________________________________


Phone/FAX: _____________________________  Phone/FAX: ______________________________________

Aircraft Mfr. __________________ Aircraft Model ______________________ Year _____________

Aircraft Registration No. __________________________ Aircraft Serial No. _____________________________

Engine Mfr. ______________ Engine Model________________________ Eng. S/N (L) _____________________

Engine Mfr. ______________ Engine Model________________________ Eng. S/N (R)_____________________
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CONTINENTAL:

LYCOMING:



TCM Injector Size No. *________________
Nozzle Type:








(i.e.: D12C, D12D, D13A, D13B, 14C, 15B, etc.)
Normal
Turbo






Manifold valve code (optional): “M” or “P”
If Turbo, specify Collar Type:

Twin engines may require different size nozzles, so each



Straight
Angle

engine should be checked independently.



Shipping and Payment Terms: ________________________RED BLUE GRND
NET30
COD FEDEX

MC / VISA / AMEX / Discover __ __ __ __ - __ __ __ __ - __ __ __ __ - __ __ __ __
Exp. Mo/Yr __ __/__ __


Name On Card ___________________________________
Price _________________


Signature___________________________________
Freight/COD __________

Comments_____________________________
P.O. #______________________
Total_________________





Company use only:
GAMIjectors® Kit No. (L)___________________
S/N___________________

Date Shipped ____________ GAMIjectors® Kit No. (R)___________________
S/N___________________


Easy Installation:

Installation of your new GAMIjectors® is easy. It should take approximately an hour (slightly more for turbos) for your mechanic to complete the installation and fill out the paperwork. Simply remove your old injectors, and replace them with GAMIjectors®. No modification of the engine fuel pressure or other engine settings should be required.

It is ILLEGAL to play “musical injectors”:

Over the years, a number of pilots and mechanics have attempted, in a rather “hit or miss” fashion, to play “musical injectors” with their fuel injection nozzles. This never solves the problem. Some have even tried to alter the fuel flow by drilling out their injectors, or making ill-informed substitutions of different part numbered injectors. GAMI investigated the legality of such efforts. The FAA advised GAMI that any alteration of the fuel injector specifications would not be legal unless it was done under an STC. Don’t jeopardize your license and your insurance by shade tree engine alterations.


GAMIjectors® Are STC’d / PMA’d and FULLY LEGAL:

GAMI has developed and certified specifications for a set of prescription fuel injectors for almost all engines in the current Continental and Lycoming fleet of fuel injected engines. We have STCs and PMAs on over 300 different engine models. These specifications are
optimized  for  each engine model,
based on
extensive  testing with GAMI's state-of-the-art
96  channel data acquisition system.
Data....
NOT “hangar talk”!!!

Building and precisely calibrating fuel injector nozzles is not a trivial task. GAMI has engineered and constructed a dual flow bench, equipped with the most precise pressure and flow measurement equipment in use anywhere in aviation. GAMI's technicians precisely set the amount of fuel flow for each injector, in accordance with GAMI's nozzle specification, using a narrow tolerance at least 50% “tighter” than for any other aircraft fuel injected engine. This precision assures you of a more uniform result in your aircraft.


What GAMIjectors® Will Do For Your Engine:

BALANCED FUEL/AIR  RATIOS:

GAMIjectors® will alter the fuel/air ratio in each cylinder so that each cylinder operates with a much more nearly uniform fuel/air ratio than occurs with any standard factory set of injectors. See the EGT graphs nearby, which illustrate the improvement available by equipping a typical GA piston engine with TCM or Lycoming GAMIjectors® and turboGAMIjectors®. You will see the difference on your engine monitor with the very first flight!
 REDUCED PEAK CYLINDER HEAD TEMPERATURES:

GAMI’s test flights demonstrated that during a hot day climb, the hottest cylinder’s temperature was reduced by 17F. The overall temperature spread between the hottest cylinder and the coldest cylinder was also reduced. The extent of the cooling benefit you will derive from installing GAMIjectors® will vary from aircraft to aircraft, depending upon your particular engine installation and the condition of your baffling.

REDUCED FUEL CONSUMPTION:

In GAMI’s test flights, with the engine leaned with an engine monitor, as recommended by Lycoming and Continental, the fuel flow was 0.9 GPH less than with a carefully calibrated set of standard factory injectors installed in the same engine and operating at the same power and mixture settings. GAMI has seen some installations in which the savings were well over 1.5 gallons per hour.

SMOOTHER ENGINE OPERATION:

With GAMIjectors®, the FAA test flights demonstrated the engines ran smoother, even when leaned 25 - 50F or more on the lean side of peak EGT. By comparison, when equipped with original equipment nozzles, the test engines would not run smoothly more than a few degrees lean of the first cylinder to reach peak EGT.

OVER 17,000 HAPPY CUSTOMERS CAN’T BE WRONG!


PRICING:



NORMAL
TURBO
TCM
6 CYLIDNER
$799.00
$949.00
LYCOMING
4 CYLINDER
$699.00
$899.00

6 CYLINDER
$799.00
$999.00

8 CYLINDER
$899.00
N/A

The quoted price is in exchange for your existing set of injectors removed from your operating engine.


GUARANTEE: GAMI offers a 45 day money-back satisfaction guarantee.

General Aviation Modifications, Inc.
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2800 Airport Rd. Hangar A

Ada, OK 74820 580 436-4833 888-FLY-GAMI FAX 580-436-6622  comments@gami.com www.gami.com

